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ATTENDEES:      
 
Bill Argentieri (SCE&G)    Dick Christie (SCDNR) 
Ray Ammarell (SCE&G)    Bill Marshall (SCDNR) 
Randy Mahan (SCE&G)    Ron Ahle (SCDNR) 
Beth Trump (SCE&G)    Lorianne Riggin (SCDNR) 
Caleb Gaston (SCE&G)    Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers) 
Pace Wilber (NOAA) via conf. call   Bill Stangler (Congaree Riverkeeper) 
Melanie Olds (USFWS)    Henry Mealing (Kleinschmidt) 
Rusty Wenerick (SCDHEC)    Alison Jakupca (Kleinschmidt) 
David Eargle (SCDHEC)    Kelly Kirven (Kleinschmidt) 
Alex Pellett (SCDNR) via conf. call 
     

 
 
 
These notes are a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not intended 
to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting. 
 
Henry opened the meeting with a safety moment and introductions.  The purpose of the meeting 
was to review the Protection, Mitigation and Enhancement (PME) measures identified thus far 
throughout relicensing, and to discuss any new PME measures that stakeholders may propose.  
Specifically, the purpose of this meeting was to discuss environmentally related PMEs; a second 
meeting was scheduled for March 30th to discuss recreation and shoreline related PMEs.  Henry said 
that SCE&G’s goal is to file a settlement agreement with FERC at the same time that the Final 
License Application (FLA) is filed.  Also, when the Draft License Application (DLA) is filed with 
FERC later this summer, SCE&G would like to include as many PMEs as possible, so that 
stakeholders have an opportunity to comment on them.   
 
A PME memo was distributed to stakeholders prior to the meeting that listed all of the previously 
identified PME measures and SCE&G proposed response.  The PowerPoint presentation that was 
used during the meeting is attached to the end of these notes.  
 
Monticello Fish Habitat Enhancements 
 
Due to poor habitat along the shoreline and reservoir fluctuations, stakeholders requested that 
SCE&G make efforts to enhance aquatic habitat in Monticello Reservoir.  SCE&G is proposing to 
enhance spawning, juvenile and adult fish habitat in the reservoir.  This will also help to offset 
entrainment losses by increasing fish recruitment and attracting fish to another area of the reservoir, 
away from the intake area.  Bill M. asked if there were plans for a long term maintenance of the 
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program.  Juvenile and adult enhancements are made of materials that will last for 40 years and will 
have no long term monitoring, but spawning enhancements will be monitored and adjusted as 
needed during the first 5 to 10 years of the new license.  Bill A. said that after the enhancement is 
installed, for compliance purposes, the PME will be complete.  He said that we won’t be putting in 
trees or other substances that will decay fairly quickly over time, so maintenance shouldn’t be 
needed.  He added that if SCDNR wants to add trees to the reservoir, they are welcome to do so.  
Henry said that this enhancement plan was included in the Final Reservoir Fluctuation Report.  He 
noted that this and other Adaptive Management Plans (AMPs) will be sent back out to the TWCs 
this summer to revisit and approve. 
 
West Channel Water Quality Enhancements 
 
Low dissolved oxygen (DO) was found to occur in areas within the west channel downstream of 
Parr Shoals Dam, so SCE&G is developing an AMP to address this issue.  The AMP will be 
provided to the Water Quality TWC within the next month for review and comment.  Gerrit asked 
about the success criteria for monitoring.  Henry said that from SCE&G’s standpoint, success would 
be to meet the state standard for DO.  Gerrit asked to see the locations for monitoring DO in the 
west channel.  Henry said that Ron Ahle stated in a previous meeting that he would provide a grid 
of random sampling locations for monitoring.  When SCE&G receives this, it will be included in 
the AMP.  Generally, monitoring will occur at the upper and middle portions of the west channel, 
but not at the lower section, where the west channel converges with the east channel.   
 
Turbine Venting Plan 
 
Rare occurrences of low DO were identified in the tailrace of Parr Shoals Dam.  SCE&G 
determined that venting the turbines could increase DO slightly, so they developed a plan to vent 
turbines during the low DO season, generally from June 15 through August 31.  Dick asked if there 
will be an AMP component the Turbine Venting Plan.  He said that the window has already been 
extended through August and it may need to be extended even further if the low DO season shifts 
over the next 30-50 years.  Henry said we will add a line into the Turbine Venting Plan to allow for 
the possibility of extending or adjusting the venting window if low DO becomes an issue outside of 
the existing window. 
 
David Eargle asked if venting caused any issues within the Project.  Bill A. said that venting does 
create a loss in efficiency and maybe some additional wear and tear on the turbines.  He added that 
SCE&G is replacing the bearings on the turbines to make them more durable, which may actually 
allow for more air intake and thus making venting unnecessary. 
 
American Eel Monitoring 
 
During the American eel study that was conducted as part of relicensing, a small number of eels 
were caught/observed downstream of Parr Shoals Dam.  NOAA Fisheries asked SCE&G to conduct 
monitoring during the term of the new license to see if eels were moving up the Broad River to the 
base of the Parr Shoals Dam.  Monitoring will be based on the number of eels passed at the St. 
Stephen Fish Lift and will only include electrofishing methods.   
 
Melanie said that she is concerned about the frequency of monitoring.  She said that 10 years might 
be too long between studies, and there is the possibility that the trigger to increase monitoring to 
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every 5 years could be hit soon after the 10 year monitoring mark.  She said that the first 10 year 
interval may be okay, but after that waiting another 10 years may be too much.  Bill A. said that this 
plan hasn’t been completely drafted yet, so we can adjust the frequency.  Melanie suggested that the 
plan allow for monitoring every 10 years or after “X” amount of eel passage occurs at a downstream 
dam.     
 
Gerrit questioned the method of using only electrofishing to survey eels.  Is electrofishing alone 
enough to accurately document the population?  Henry said that in our studies, other gear types 
weren’t effective and electrofishing was the only successful method downstream of the dam. The 
goal is to detect an increase in numbers of eel that justify passage upstream.  Melanie suggested that 
open wording be used in the plan to allow for the use of new technology that may be available in 
the next 30-50 years.   
 
Dick noted that the new license for Santee Cooper (issuance is pending) includes a fish passage 
component that might change things.  Maybe this could be used as a check point.  After fish passage 
is installed at Santee Cooper, revisit the eel monitoring efforts at Parr.   
 
Kleinschmidt will draft up an American eel monitoring plan and send it to stakeholders for review. 
 
Downstream Flow Fluctuations 
 
Stakeholders requested that SCE&G work to reduce downstream flow fluctuations year round and 
during spring spawning.  SCE&G has identified several ways to accomplish this and will develop 
an AMP for this issue.  Bill A. said he would like the AMP to account for a meeting each year to 
discuss the spring spawning flow stabilizations and a second meeting to discuss the year round flow 
stabilizations.  He asked the group if this would be too many meetings.  Dick said the meetings 
could be combined and that the AMP can be written to allow for flexibility with meeting.  Melanie 
added that a two week window in the January timeframe should be included each year for agencies 
to give input on monitoring.  SCE&G plans to have someone on site 24 hours a day for the two 14-
day monitoring events to make hourly adjustments to the crest gates as needed. 
 
Generator Upgrade at Parr Shoals Development 
 
SCE&G plans to upgrade the generators so that the turbines can pass more than 4,800 cfs, which is 
currently the maximum amount of water they can pass with current generator limitations.  Ray said 
SCE&G would like to be able to increase this to 6,000 cfs, and also pass higher inflow through the 
turbines and reduce downstream flow fluctuations due to crest gate operation.  Ray said they are 
still evaluating this, but they should have a decision on this by the time the DLA is issued. 
 
Gerrit asked about the timeframe for making a definite decision on generator upgrades.  Bill A. said 
this has to be in the FLA, so 2018 at the latest.  Gerrit asked if there will be a net generation benefit.  
Ray said, yes, they should be able to pass more water through the powerhouse instead of spilling it. 
 
Santee Basin Accord 
 
SCE&G is a signatory to and active participant in the Santee River Basin Accord for Diadromous 
Fish Protection, Restoration, and Enhancement (Accord) and will continue to be involved in this 
program.  Bill S. asked how the flooding issues at the Columbia Hydro Project will affect the 
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Accord, since fish passage at Parr is based on passage numbers from Columbia.  The City of 
Columbia could forfeit their license and the project could be decommissioned.  What would happen 
to the license requirement of monitoring the fish passage facility?  If there is no monitoring, would 
new triggers for fish passage at Parr be developed?  Dick said that monitoring is a big responsibility 
and so is keeping the fishway operating, and he doesn’t know if a state agency could take on this 
responsibility.  No one knows exactly what will happen at Columbia in the future. 
 
Henry suggested that the agencies discuss this with the Accord members and see if they have a 
suggestion. 
 
Downstream Navigation Flows 
 
SCE&G completed navigation surveys at two ledge sites identified by the stakeholders as points of 
constriction in the Broad River.  The surveys concluded that 700-1000 cfs is needed to safely 
navigate the two ledges.  Gerrit said that American Rivers submitted written comments on this 
study and said that according to the navigation criteria included in the study plan, a flow of 1000 cfs 
is needed for navigation.  Henry stated that the 700 cfs flow creates a channel over 60 feet wide and 
that a canoe, kayak, or jon boat should be able to navigate the most constricted ledge even if this 
doesn’t strictly meet the criteria.  Henry also noted that the criteria isn’t a state statute but a 
recommendation from SCDNR. 
 
Bill M. said that the Bookman Island complex is very complicated and navigation can be tricky.  He 
asked if information is going to be provided that shows the best route to navigate the complex.  
Henry said that once minimum flows are settled, anyone who is interested will be invited to boat the 
area to verify navigation.  He also said that a map that shows navigation routes will be developed 
and posted on SCE&G’s website for public use. 
 
Downstream Minimum Flows 
 
SCE&G plans to propose a continuous minimum flow for the new license.  The Instream Flows 
TWC is still actively discussing what the new minimum flows should be.  The TWC has agreed that 
there should be three flows, including a spring spawning flow, a transitional flow, and a low flow 
for summer months.  SCE&G has been gathering additional information since the last TWC 
meeting and will distribute this information to the stakeholders soon.  Stakeholders will have an 
opportunity to meet outside of the TWC to discuss this information, and then the entire TWC will 
reconvene to discuss and hopefully negotiate and agree to the three flows.   
 
Dick said that since the last TWC meeting, SCDNR has internally discussed the possibility of 
having target flows and compliance flows, and giving SCE&G an “incentive” to meet the target 
flows.  If flows aren’t met for a certain period of time and are off by a certain amount, SCE&G 
would have to provide some sort of mitigation. 
 
Gerrit said that the real goal is not to put SCE&G in a compliance bind, but to implement flows that 
will benefit the river as much as possible.  He said if rules are developed that provide better 
downstream flows, instead of hard numbers for flows that might be more beneficial.  He agrees with 
SCDNR’s idea to provide an incentive/mitigation for meeting target flows.   
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The TWC has discussed possibly using the daily average of the previous day’s inflow to develop a 
target for the following day’s minimum flow, as suggested by Melanie at the previous TWC 
meeting. 

Bill M. asked if there would be a low inflow protocol (LIP).  Bill A. said that part of the new 
minimum flow proposal would be to take the place of a LIP.  Ray said the compliance flow would 
be adjusted down until it hits inflow.  A LIP can be cumbersome and it would be easier if it is built 
into the daily flow.  Gerrit said he is optimistic that minimum flows can be agreed on, especially 
looking at how well things worked out during the Saluda relicensing.  Melanie said that compliance 
flows could be set and target flows could be very adaptive.  And flows could be readjusted through 
meetings if habitat goals are not met.  Ron said that could mean a lot of field work and Melanie said 
it doesn’t have to be done on a yearly basis.  Henry reminded the group that this Project does not 
have a storage reservoir to supplement low inflows so future adjustments of flows may be limited. 
He also noted that the biggest driver for annual flows would be the basin hydrology – high, 
medium, or low water years as this changes from year to year. 

Gerrit said that the way he understands the state law, the minimum flow applies to a section of river 
downstream of the Project.  If an entity is withdrawing water downstream, such as the Town of 
Winnsboro, the withdrawal could bring a section of the river out of compliance during low flow 
periods.  Either the Town of Winnsboro can only withdraw water when river flow is above some 
minimum flow, or SCE&G must release more water to make up for the Town of Winnsboro’s 
withdraws.  This is something for SCDHEC to consider as they approve withdrawals. 

Dam Removal in the Broad River Basin 

Henry said that American Rivers presented the idea of SCE&G funding dam removals in the Broad 
River Basin early on in the relicensing.  At this time, SCE&G is not proposing this as a PME 
measure. 

Gerrit apologized for not providing information earlier, but is prepared to discuss this items further.  
He said that Parr Reservoir impounds 15 miles of the Broad River.  Fluctuations in the reservoir and 
downstream cause impacts to aquatic habitat and recreation, and none of the proposed PMEs offset 
these impacts.  He would like SCE&G to create a fund for dam removals, which would create 
riverine habitat in the basin to offset impacts to the Broad River.  He would also like SCE&G to 
create new recreation resources to offset recreation impacts. 

Gerrit provided the following requests to SCE&G: 

• Recreation Enhancement – To offset impacts to water based recreation from the combined
operation of FPSP and PSP, SCE&G will:

o Provide funding and donate land for a non-motorize boat launch on the west bank of
the Broad River in the vicinity of Haltiwanger Island;

o Provide funding to develop a website that promotes recreation opportunities at the
Broad and Enoree rivers in Richland, Lexington, Fairfield, Newberry, Laurens and
Union counties;

o Provide funding for developing, printing and distributing high quality, waterproof
paddling maps for the Broad and Enoree rivers in Richland, Lexington, Fairfield,
Newberry, Laurens and Union counties.
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Decisions for how the funds are to be spent will be determined by a fiduciary board 
consisting of representatives of SCE&G, SCDNR, USFWS, Congaree Riverkeeper and 
American Rivers.     

• Aquatic Habitat Enhancement - To offset impacts to aquatic habitat from the combined
operation of FPSP and PSP, SCE&G will:

o Provide funding for voluntary dam removals or floodplain restoration in the Broad,
Congaree and lower Saluda watersheds

o Fund at a rate of $135,000 per year in 2017 dollars.  This amount is based on an
average cost of approximately $410,000 per dam removal in 2017 dollars and the
expectation to remove one dam for every three years of the license term.

Decisions for how the funds are to be spent will be determined by a fiduciary board 
consisting of representatives of SCE&G, SCDNR, USFWS, NMFS, Congaree Riverkeeper 
and American Rivers.     

Henry mentioned that during the Recreation Use and Needs Study, the public did not indicate that 
there was a need for additional recreation opportunities downstream of the Project.  Paddling 
enhancements were requested and are being addressed by enhancement of the Enoree River Bridge 
Recreation Site and Highway 34 Recreation Site.  Alison J. said that only four people responded to 
the Recreation Flow Survey and the results didn’t indicate a need or interest in additional 
downstream recreation.  Bill A. said that if a recreation site were built outside of the PBL, FERC 
might want this land to be included in the PBL, and this is a concern for SCE&G.  Bill A. asked Bill 
S. if he talked with SCE&G’s Land Department to see if they would be interested in donating a 
piece of land for recreation, outside of the relicensing process or municipalities that would be 
interested in building and maintaining a recreation site.  Bill S. said he hasn’t talked with either of 
them yet. 

Bill A. said that regarding the recreation maps, SCE&G is willing to develop these and house them 
on their existing website.  Gerrit said that would be acceptable, or even house them on a separate 
website and just include a link on SCE&G’s website.  Gerrit said the maps could include 
information on safety, species in the area, and cultural connections in the area to educate recreators.  
Gerrit said he would provide examples. 

Bill A. asked Gerrit if there are potentially 12 or more dams identified within the area that need to 
be removed.  Gerrit said these are voluntary removals and approximately 40 dams have been 
identified in South Carolina.  Once a dam is identified, American Rivers would approach the dam 
owner to see if they are interested in dam removal.  He said they don’t have any dams identified as 
ready for removal currently because there is no funding source.  However, if funding becomes 
available, dams can be identified.  Gerrit said he would provide a list of dams in the Broad River 
Basin and Congaree River tributaries that would be eligible for removal.  Rusty said that maybe an 
application process could be implemented, where people can apply to have their dams removed.  He 
said the SCDHEC dam safety program has lots of staff now, so they might be able to provide 
assistance.   

Bill A. asked what is involved with a dam removal; what types of tasks would the money be used to 
fund?  Gerrit said that the money would be used to fund things such as design engineering, in-
channel work, planting, contaminant analysis with sediment sampling, construction/demolition, and 
permitting.   
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Ron said that if small dams are removed, there may not be a lot of benefit, but if there is one big 
dam removal, it might be more beneficial.  He said there is so much variability in dam size, the rate 
of one dam removal for every three years can be confusing.  Gerrit said he would like the funding 
level to be at one dam removal every three years, however, the program might not necessarily take 
out one dam every three years.  A fiduciary committee would determine the best use of money.  The 
committee may elect to save up for many years to provide funding for one large dam removal.   

Other PMEs 

At the end of the meeting, Henry asked the group if there were any other PMEs they would like to 
discuss that had not previously been brought to the table.   

Ron said that on the Recreation Lake, the boat ramp is very narrow and is bordered with rip-rap, 
making it very hard to launch a boat.  He said that you have to walk out on the rip-rap, which can be 
dangerous.  Ron asked that a courtesy dock be constructed at this boat ramp.   

Ron also said that he would start a baseline study on fisheries in the west channel.  He will put 
together a study proposal with the intention of starting the study this year.  He plans to conduct 
three samples per year for two years to establish the baseline, and repeat the study again as changes 
are made.  He also said he will provide the grid for sampling DO in the west channel, as he 
indicated at a previous meeting. 

Bill M. said that SCDNR has been considering the unavoidable impact to aquatic resources in Parr 
Reservoir and the unavoidable impacts to the downstream area from flow fluctuations.  While 
SCE&G is trying to minimize flow fluctuations, there will still be some fluctuation that will never 
be completely eliminated.  In response, the PME measure that SCDNR has considered is 
establishment of a funding mechanism for various programs.  He said that SCE&G could provide 
funding for an existing mitigation and enhancement program such as the Broad River Mitigation 
Trust Fund or the Santee Accord, or create a new in-license habitat enhancement program that 
would focus on the entire watershed. 

SCDNR is also considering the effects of entrainment.  They will continue to discuss how to reduce 
the impacts of entrainment with SCE&G, including the presence of lights or other “bells and 
whistles” to scare fish away.  Bill M. said that some entrainment studies at other projects have 
shown that one intake may draw more fish in than others, so making operational changes may help 
reduce entrainment. 

Bill A. said that SCE&G is already planning to make operational changes to reduce downstream 
flow fluctuations.  If SCE&G was to create a fund, would they then not need to implement the 
operational changes?  SCDNR seeks to avoid or minimize impacts as the initial steps of mitigation, 
and the operational changes are expected to reduce impacts but not eliminate them. Bill M. said 
there will still be some unavoidable fluctuations that will happen, and the fund will be to address 
these unavoidable impacts. 

Melanie said that she didn’t see any PMEs that would monitor changes downstream after new 
minimum flows and reduced flow fluctuations are implemented, such as the mussel population.  She 
said that monitoring could be tied back to the fund that SCDNR is proposing. 
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Caleb said that requesting funding for external goals should not be considered.  Instead, any amount 
of money contributed to a fund should be based on losses from the Project.  Gerrit said that he 
believes his proposal for contributions to dam removal is reasonable.  He estimated that habitat and 
other losses from the Project are approximately $96 million due to the impoundment of 15 miles of 
the Broad River by Parr Reservoir.  Henry said that number would be based on pre-Project impacts, 
for which SCE&G has already mitigated during the Project’s re-development.  Bill S. said that he 
thinks there is a benefit in the flexibility of having a fund that will address all of the various 
unavoidable impacts.   

Bill A. suggested that the group hold a meeting to discuss these new PM&E measures, such as a 
habitat enhancement fund, future entrainment studies, and monitoring studies.  The stakeholders 
need to provide specifics for each of these prior to the meeting so that they can be reviewed and 
considered with SCE&G management.   

With that the meeting adjourned.  Action items from this meeting are listed below.  

ACTION ITEMS: 

• Kleinschmidt will send out the Final Reservoir Fluctuation Report to the TWC for another
review.

• Kleinschmidt will add wording to the Turbine Venting Plan to allow for an adjustment of the
turbine venting window in the future, if determined as necessary.

• Stakeholders (specifically NOAA and USFWS) to provide comments on what they would
like to see in the American Eel Monitoring Plan.  Kleinschmidt will use these comments to
develop a plan and distribute to Fisheries TWC for additional comments.

• Kleinschmidt will send out the West Channel AMP draft ASAP.
• Once minimum flows are established, SCE&G and Kleinschmidt will schedule

demonstration flows, and invite stakeholders to boat the river to verify navigation.
• SCE&G and Kleinschmidt will distribute the additional information on minimum flows

ASAP.  Stakeholders are encouraged to meet separately and discuss this information.
SCE&G will then schedule an Instream Flows TWC meeting to discuss minimum flows.

• Bill Stangler will talk to SCE&G’s Land Department to discuss the donation of land and to
municipalities for developing and maintaining a recreation site on the Broad River,
downstream of the Project.

• Gerrit will send some example recreation maps, similar to what he would like SCE&G to
develop for the Project.  Gerrit will also send a fact sheet on dam removals, a list of dams
identified for removal in South Carolina, and information on removed dams.

• Ron will provide the sampling grid for the West Channel AMP.
• SCDNR, USFWS and other stakeholders will send in specifics for a habitat enhancement

fund, future entrainment studies, and monitoring studies prior to the next meeting.
o USFWS to provide specifics for a Mussel Monitoring Plan – where, when, how,

why, who and what is the goal?
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ATTENDEES:      
 
Bill Argentieri (SCE&G)    Melanie Olds (USFWS)    
Ray Ammarell (SCE&G)    Dick Christie (SCDNR)  
Randy Mahan (SCE&G)    Bill Marshall (SCDNR) 
Beth Trump (SCE&G)    Alex Pellett (SCDNR) via conf. call 
Corbin Johnson (SCE&G)    Rusty Wenerick (SCDHEC) 
Tommy Boozer (SCE&G)    David Eargle (SCDHEC) 
Billy Chastain (SCE&G)    Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers) 
Dan Adams (SCE&G)    Henry Mealing (Kleinschmidt) 
Brandon McCartha (SCE&G)    Alison Jakupca (Kleinschmidt) 
Caleb Gaston (SCANA)    Kelly Kirven (Kleinschmidt) 
Brandon Stutts (SCANA)         

 
 
 
These notes are a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not intended 
to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting. 
 
Alison opened the meeting with a safety moment and introductions.  The purpose of the meeting 
was to review the Protection, Mitigation and Enhancement (PME) measures identified thus far 
throughout relicensing, and to discuss any new PME measures that stakeholders may propose.  
Specifically, the purpose of this meeting was to discuss recreation and shoreline related PMEs; a 
meeting was held earlier in the week on Tuesday, March 28th to discuss environmentally related 
PMEs.  Alison reminded the group that SCE&G’s goal is to file a settlement agreement with FERC 
at the same time that the Final License Application (FLA) is filed (June 2018) and include as many 
PMEs as possible in the Draft License Application (DLA) when it is filed with FERC later this 
summer.   
 
A PME memo was distributed to stakeholders prior to the meeting that listed all of the previously 
identified PME measures and SCE&G proposed response.  The PowerPoint presentation that was 
used during the meeting is attached to the end of these notes.  
 
Recreation Site Monitoring/Maintenance/Improvements at Parr Reservoir 
 
Based on the results of the Recreation Use and Needs Study (RUNS), the Recreation TWC 
developed a list of proposed recreation enhancements for Parr Reservoir.  The informal Highway 34 
Recreation Site and the informal Enoree River Bridge Recreation Site will both be improved and 
formalized.  The experimental canoe portage at Parr Shoals Dam will also be formalized.  Cannon’s 
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Creek Recreation Site will receive upgrades and improvements.  A Recreation Management Plan 
(RMP) will also be developed for the Project. 
David Eargle asked if the channel in Parr Reservoir will be marked for hazards and navigation.  Bill 
A. asked David if he was thinking of marking a path from the Cannon’s Creek and Heller’s Creek 
recreation sites into the main reservoir and David said yes.  Tommy said that SCDNR would have 
to do the hazard marking in the reservoir.  Bill M. said that there is a Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) from 1979 between SCDNR and SCE&G that SCDNR would like to revisit and possibly 
update.  Hazard markers were part of the original MOA and might need to be carried forward into a 
new agreement.  SCDNR would install the markers with help from SCE&G.  Henry said that 
SCE&G and SCDNR should review the MOA and decide if it needs to be included in the 
Settlement Agreement or if it should be a separate agreement. 
  
Recreation Site Monitoring/Maintenance/Improvements at Monticello Reservoir 
 
Results from the RUNS were used to develop a list of proposed recreation enhancements at 
Monticello Reservoir.  SCE&G will improve the Project and non-Project portions of the Scenic 
Overlook.  They will also make improvements at the Highway 99 “West” and “East” Recreation 
Sites.  The Highway 99 “East” site is currently informal and it will be formalized after the new 
license is issued.   
 
At the PME meeting on Tuesday, Ron Ahle asked that SCE&G construct a courtesy dock at the 
Recreation Lake boat ramp.  Dick said he talked with Ron about this and agrees that it would be a 
good addition.  There is a safety concern with walking on the rip-rap when launching a boat.  Bill 
A. said he would talk to SCE&G management about this request.   
 
Erosion Monitoring and Control on Parr and Monticello Reservoirs 
 
Currently, SCE&G monitors the shoreline of Parr Reservoir for erosion annually and the shoreline 
of Monticello Reservoir bi-annually.  Alison said that FERC likes to see formal plans for erosion 
monitoring and control.  This plan will be formalized and included in the DLA. 
 
Melanie asked why Parr is monitored annually and Monticello is monitored bi-annually.  Ray said 
there has always been more concern around Monticello Reservoir for erosion and they wanted to 
monitor the shoreline more frequently because of this.  At Monticello Reservoir, there are areas 
where the Project Boundary Line (PBL) is close to the shoreline.  When there is the potential for 
encroachment on the PBL, SCE&G obtains a permit from the US Army Corps of Engineers and 
works with the property owner to get access to add rip rap.  Bill A. said that Parr Reservoir doesn’t 
have any significant areas of severe erosion but Monticello does mainly due to significant wind and 
wave action on the reservoir. 
 
Shoreline Management Plans for Parr and Monticello Reservoirs 
 
SCE&G updated the existing Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) for Monticello Reservoir and 
created a new SMP for Parr Reservoir.  SCE&G also created a Permitting Handbook that will be 
distributed for public use. 
 
Bill A. said there was land designated as Future Recreation next to the Fairfield tailrace and there 
was discussion with SCDNR about potentially reclassifying the land as Project Operations and 
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providing a different tract of land for Future Recreation.  However, SCE&G has decided to keep the 
lands classified as Future Recreation.   

Bill M. said SCDNR has some questions about the Broad River Waterfowl Area.  The SCDNR 
boundaries (which are shown on maps sent to Ray A. by Bill M.) include some land that is outside 
of the PBL and not owned by SCE&G.  The group reviewed the maps from Bill M. on the screen 
and Ray stated that SCE&G does not intend to change the PBL in that area and the original 
agreement in the 1970s was for the construction of the waterfowl sub-impoundment itself, with 
some of the surrounding property being denoted on the Exhibit K maps as “Game Management 
Area”, which is now called Wildlife Management Area.  Bill M. said that some of the land that was 
offered by SCE&G in the potential trade for Future Recreation lands was land that SCDNR already 
occupies in the Broad River Waterfowl Area.  Corbin said this land was offered to SCDNR to 
include in the waterfowl area so they could have more control over the land.  SCE&G will discuss 
this issue and the Enoree River Waterfowl Area boundary further with SCDNR outside of the 
meeting. 

Alison noted that the SMPs are scheduled for review every 10 years of the new license. 

Cultural Resources 

SCE&G worked with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) to complete Phase I and Phase 
II cultural studies.     

SCE&G also developed a Historic Properties Management Plan (HPMP) and filed it with FERC.  
FERC is developing a Programmatic Agreement (PA) which will take effect after the new license is 
issued.   As part of the HPMP and PA two kiosks will be constructed at Cannon’s Creek and the 
Highway 215 boat ramp.  One kiosk includes information on the Lyles Ford area that was impacted 
by Project operations and the other kiosk has a timeline history of the Project. 

Bill A. said that one site is being impacted by erosion from Project operations and SCE&G will do 
stabilization to prevent further erosion or will complete a data recovery at the site.  They have not 
decided which mitigation they will complete yet.  Bill M. mentioned that SCE&G should put the 
kiosk information on their website as well and Bill A. said they will do that as part of the HPMP 
requirements. 

Recreation Resource Maps 

During relicensing, stakeholders requested that SCE&G develop a map that displays recreation 
areas downstream of Parr Shoals Dam, along with navigation points and Rocky Shoals Spider Lily 
(RSSL) locations.  SCE&G would like to complete this as an off-license agreement.  Gerrit said he 
would like to see recreation information from Neal Shoals through the Parr Reservoir and 
downstream to Columbia Hydro, including locations of recreation sites on the Enoree River and 
Cannon’s and Heller’s creeks.  SCE&G will develop a draft of the map and send it to the 
stakeholders to review. 

RSSL Outreach and Education 
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During previous meetings, the Congaree Riverkeeper requested that SCE&G make efforts to 
educate the public on the RSSL.  SCE&G has agreed to do this as an off-license agreement and will 
provide information on the RSSL on the recreation maps and on their website. 

Melanie asked why SCE&G is not doing periodic monitoring of the RSSL.  Bill A. said the 
populations are located downstream outside of the PBL.  Henry added that they were never 
identified as a “driver” for setting minimum flows, so monitoring wasn’t warranted. 

Melanie asked if signs are located in the area of the RSSL populations that ask people not to pick 
the flowers.  Bill A. said the flowers are in the middle of the river and he doesn’t know where they 
would put signs.  Melanie said they could put signs on the access points on the Broad River.  Bill A. 
said the access points aren’t owned by SCE&G and the signs could be vandalized.  Henry said 
maybe they could develop a brochure that also includes information on bald eagles and other 
species in the area to educate the public.  It was also mentioned that this information could be 
included on the recreation resource maps.  Dick said it would be nice if the brochure could be 
posted to SCE&G’s website before the license comes out.  The group looked at a similar brochure 
developed for Saluda Hydro Relicensing on the screen. 

Downstream Recreation Flows 

Alison said that SCE&G did a study to determine if there was an interest in recreation flows that 
included a focus group and an online survey.  The survey did not provide much feedback, as only 
four responses were received.  The flows that were requested during the summer months are 
typically during times of low inflow.  This Project does not have a storage reservoir, so providing 
recreation flows when inflow is low is not possible.  Recreation flows would only be available 
during wet summers. 

Alison said that when the downstream minimum flows are tested, stakeholders will be able to boat 
the flows and see how they would work for recreation and navigation.  The Recreation TWC will be 
notified when the demonstration flows are scheduled so they can plan to participate. 

Gerrit said that setting the flows for navigation only doesn’t provide for a high quality canoe/kayak 
experience.  He said that there is a huge storage reservoir in Monticello Reservoir that could release 
water for recreation for short periods of time.  Henry reminded the group that Monticello is not a 
storage reservoir.  It is used for the pumped storage facility only.  Ray said that releasing water from 
Monticello and then releasing that water from Parr Shoals Dam for recreation purposes is a loss to 
the pumped storage system and is counter to the way SCE&G needs to operate Fairfield to meet the 
needs of the electric system.  Ray said that changing the minimum flow from a daily average to a 
continuous flow should help with recreation. 

Palmetto Trail Contributions 

Stakeholders requested that SCE&G contribute to the Palmetto Trail, however SCE&G already 
provides funding, easements, and volunteer labor through the V.C. Summer Facility, and they do 
not plan to make additional donations as part of Parr Relicensing. 

Other PME Requests 
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SCDNR said that there is currently an informal agreement with SCE&G to coordinate the draining 
and flooding of the waterfowl impoundments. SCDNR would like this agreement to be formalized 
and included in the Settlement Agreement.  Dick said the agreement needs to be adaptive to 
changing conditions and focus on communications.  This should be discussed each year so SCDNR 
and SCE&G can come up with a mutually agreeable way to drain and flood the impoundments. 

Bill M. and Dick said that they have discussed different ways that SCE&G can mitigate for 
unavoidable impacts particularly to aquatic resources.  There should be something in the PME 
package that encourages stakeholders to support long term licenses.  SCDNR would like to see 
additional land conservation and protection, particularly riparian lands or wetlands since they are 
important to aquatic species.  Other important lands are those that provide public access and 
recreation benefits.  Bill M. said that SCDNR is also interested in Wildlife Management Area 
(WMA) property enhancements and large parcels of land that provide public benefits.  Henry asked 
if they had identified any land or if they have an idea of how much land they would want.  Bill M. 
identified 14 parcels of land owned by SCE&G that SCDNR might be interested in.  These lands 
could be put into a conservation easement or a WMA.  SCE&G could commit to protect and not 
develop these lands for the term of the new license.  Bill A. asked if it would be okay with SCDNR 
if SCE&G maintained timber and mineral rights.  Bill M. said that probably would be fine.  Dick 
said lands that allow for habitat and species protection are valuable.  Lands that also provide public 
access have an increased value.  And lands that, in addition to protecting habitat and species and 
providing public access, also provide value to SCDNR have the highest value.  These lands could 
be protected for the term of the license instead of in perpetuity.   

Melanie asked if the funds that were discussed in Tuesday’s PME meeting for dam removal and 
habitat enhancements could be combined into one fund that provided for all these things.  Henry 
said SCE&G would need details on how much money should go in the fund and exactly what the 
money would be used for including habitat enhancement, land acquisition, dam removal and 
floodplain restoration.  Gerrit said American Rivers’ priority is to use the money on dam removal, 
but since it is impossible to predict when those projects will come up, they have to be flexible.  
Gerrit agreed with SCDNR that developing a fund to mitigate for unavoidable adverse impacts is 
important.  There should be a lower priority on studies and a higher priority on actions.  Studies 
don’t offset impacts. Rusty said that from a SCDHEC perspective they would place a priority on 
any improvements or changes that the stakeholders are proposing that would have a positive impact 
on water quality or quantity of the resource. 

Henry asked if the enhancements that SCE&G has already agreed to, including fish habitat 
enhancements in Monticello Reservoir and recreation enhancements, could be financed through the 
fund.  Gerrit said that those enhancements are minimizing effects and the fund should be separate 
and used for mitigation. 

Alison reviewed the timeline for the remainder of relicensing with stakeholders.  SCE&G plans to 
file the DLA in May 2017.  Stakeholders will have 90 days to review and comment.  SCE&G hopes 
to submit the RMP to the TWC for review prior to submitting the DLA.  The Settlement Agreement 
development and discussion will occur from August through October 2017.  SCE&G will revise the 
license application from March through April 2018 and will file the Final License Application in 
June 2018. 
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Henry asked Rusty when SCDHEC wants SCE&G to file the 401 water quality certificate 
application.  Could SCE&G file early?  Rusty said he would talk with his management.  If SCE&G 
filed early, it could be ready for implementation when FERC issues the new license. 

The meeting adjourned.  Action items are listed below. After the meetings, American Rivers and 
SCDNR submitted additional information.  This information is attached to the end of the notes. 

ACTION ITEMS: 

• SCE&G and SCDNR will review the 1979 MOA and explore the channel marking/hazard
marking in Parr Reservoir further.

• SCE&G and SCDNR will discuss the land issue at the Broad River Waterfowl Area.
• SCE&G and Kleinschmidt will develop a draft recreation resource map and send it to

stakeholders for review and comment.
• Stakeholders need to decide how much money they would like for a mitigation fund and

how the fund would be used.
• Rusty will talk to his managers at SCDHEC about the possibility of SCE&G filing an

application for the 401 water quality certificate early.
• SCDNR to provide more information and details on a Land Protection Plan.



Parr Hydroelectric Project Relicensing

PM&E Measures Proposed by SCE&G
March 28, 2017



Purpose of Meeting
• Relicensing Process “Check and Adjust” 

– Review “to-date” TWC issues, discussions and 
agreements (not to re-hash issues agreed to or 
still under discussion)

– Provide stakeholders with an overview of the 
analysis included in the Draft License Application



Monticello Fish Habitat 
Enhancements

• Issue- Lake level fluctuations may negatively 
affect spawning and juvenile fish; Fish loss 
may occur due to turbine entrainment and 
mortality



Proposed PME
• Install aquatic habitat enhancements in the 

upstream portions of Monticello Reservoir 
– Spawning beds and fish structures

• Serve two purposes- (1) Concentrate fish to 
promote angling success (2) improve 
recruitment success to adult lifestage



West Channel Water Quality 
Enhancements

• Issue- Currently low Dissolved Oxygen (DO) 
levels may occur in the West Channel during 
the late spring and summer months



Proposed PME
• Implementation of an Adaptive Management 

Plan will help facilitate water quality 
improvements in the West Channel
– Identify ways to increase flows to the West 

Channel - channel modifications or pulse flows
– Five year plan to monitor DO in West Channel and 

evaluate flow improvements.



Turbine Venting Plan
• Issue- DO levels have occasionally dropped 

below state standards in the Parr tailrace 
during the spring or summer months



Proposed PME
• Turbine venting testing conducted by SCE&G 

showed that venting can increase DO levels.
• Turbine venting proposed to be implemented 

from June 15- August 31 annually in new 
license

• SCE&G will notify SCDHEC within 10 days 
when DO drops below the standard



American Eel Monitoring
• Issue- American eels were found downstream 

of Parr Shoals Dam. NOAA Fisheries requested 
SCE&G perform additional monitoring during 
the new license to track changes in eel 
abundance.



Proposed PME
• Eel sampling would occur first year after new 

license is in place and every ten years 
thereafter

• Survey frequency would increase to every 5 
years when a target threshold is met

• Target Threshold = 10% of the five year 
average of eels passed at St. Stephen Dam



Downstream Flow Fluctuations
• Issue- Stakeholders requested a reduction in 

downstream flow fluctuations from Parr 
Shoals Dam
– General year-round reduction 
– Spawning-specific flow stabilization



Proposed PME
• Year Round- SCE&G will implement operational 

changes to reduce fluctuations

• Spawning Stabilization - SCE&G will implement 
operational changes to reduce/stabilize flows for 
two 14-day spawning periods to enhance 
sturgeon, striped bass, American shad, and 
robust redhorse spawning.



Parr Shoals Dam Generator Upgrade

• Issue- Parr Shoals Dam turbine generators are 
not fully developed - an upgrade of the 
generators will allow more reservoir/flow 
control and greater energy production



Proposed PME
• SCE&G investigating the feasibility of 

upgrading of the Parr Shoals Dam generators 

• Upgrades could increase the powerhouse 
flows max of 6,000 cfs and allow better 
reservoir and downstream flow control.



Santee River Basin ACCORD for 
Diadromous Fish Protection, 

Restoration, and Enhancement
• Issue- Fish passage is the Santee River Basin is 

impeded by dams in the river basin.
• SCE&G is an active participant in an 

agreement, the ACCORD, to help restore 
upstream and downstream fish passage in the 
basin.



Proposed PME
• The ACCORD includes a process to provide fish 

passage at the Parr Shoals Dam that SCE&G has 
agreed to.

• This process includes meeting downstream fish 
passage triggers at the Columbia Hydro Fish 
Passage facility.

• SCE&G will include the appropriate portions of 
the ACCORD in the Parr Hydroelectric Project 
License Application to address fish passage 
concerns at the project during the new license.



Downstream Navigation Flows
• Issue- Stakeholders expressed a desire to 

make sure that the Broad River, downstream 
of Parr Shoals Dam, meets the SC 
recommendations for downstream navigation.



Proposed PME
• SCE&G conducted a Downstream Navigation 

Flow Assessment downstream of Parr Shoals 
Dam at several “ledge” areas identified by the 
TWC

• Results suggest 700-1,000 cfs are necessary 
for navigation

• Downstream navigation will be one factor in 
determining minimum flow



Downstream Minimum Flows
• Issue- Stakeholders requested a study to 

determine a “new” minimum flow from the 
Parr Shoals Development that takes into 
account fish habitat and fish passage goals.



Proposed PME
• A IFIM study was conducted and a range of 

“continuous” minimum flows have been 
discussed in the TWC. Areas of agreement:
– Set 3 flows for the year:  spring spawning flow, a low 

summer/fall flow, and a transition flow for ramping up 
and down between those two time frames.

– Minimum flow should be continuous
– Minimum flow should take into account the inflows to 

the Parr Reservoir.



Dam Removal
• Issue- American Rivers requested that SCE&G 

consider funding removal of a small dam in 
the Broad River basin, with the intent of 
restoring stream connectivity and offset 
impacts caused by original construction of 
Parr Shoals Dam

• SCE&G has not proposed a PME measure for 
this issue.



Timeline for 2018
• File the DLA – May 2017
• Stakeholder Comments – 90 days
• Settlement Agreement Discussion August –

October 2017
• Revise License Application March – April 2018
• File License Application – June 2018



Parr Hydroelectric Project Relicensing

PM&E Measures Proposed by SCE&G
March 30, 2017



Purpose of Meeting
• Relicensing Process “Check and Adjust” 

– Review “to-date” TWC issues, discussions and 
agreements (not to re-hash issues agreed to or 
still under discussion)

– Provide stakeholders with an overview of the 
analysis included in the Draft License Application



Recreation Site Monitoring/ 
Maintenance/Improvements on Parr 

Reservoir

• Issue- Stakeholders requested that SCE&G 
perform a Recreation Use & Needs Study to 
assess the existing use, and the need for 
enhancements, at Project and non-Project 
Parr Recreation sites. 



Proposed PME
• Based on study results – stakeholders 

requested several recreation improvements.
• SCE&G will include enhancements in a 

Recreation Management Plan to be filed with 
the License Application.

• Monitoring, maintenance, and improvements 
will be implemented on a proposed timeline 
subsequent to license issuance.



Recreation Enhancements
• Improve Hwy 34 Recreation Site and include 

as a “Project Recreation Site”.  
• Build a canoe launch on Enoree River within 

the Project boundary.
• Formalize a canoe portage around Parr Shoals 

Dam.
• Enhance Cannon’s Creek Site.



Recreation Site Monitoring/ 
Maintenance/Improvements on 

Monticello Reservoir
• Issue- Stakeholders requested that SCE&G 

perform a Recreation Use & Needs Study to 
assess the existing use, and the need for 
enhancements, at Project and non-Project 
Monticello Recreation sites. 



Proposed PME
• Based on study results – stakeholders 

requested several recreation improvements.
• SCE&G will include changes in a Recreation 

Management Plan to be filed with the License 
Application.

• Monitoring, maintenance, and improvements 
will be implemented on a proposed timeline 
subsequent to license issuance.



Recreation Enhancements
• Improve Project and non-Project portions of 

Scenic Overlook recreation site.
• Improve Hwy 99 “West” recreation site.
• Enhance Hwy 99 “East” recreation site 

(previously known as Highway 99 Informal 
site) and bring it into the Project as an official 
site.



Canoe Portage
• Issue- SCDNR requested that SCE&G build a 

canoe portage around Parr Shoals Dam



Proposed PME
• SCE&G built an experimental canoe portage
• A 1600 ft. trail was cleared and signs were 

installed
• After license issuance SCE&G will bring the 

portage into the Project and maintain it, 
pending agency and public feedback



Erosion Monitoring and Control on 
Parr and Monticello Reservoirs 

(Shoreline Inspection)

• Issue- Reservoir fluctuations on Parr and 
Monticello Reservoirs associated with Fairfield 
Pumped Storage operations can cause 
localized erosion spots.



Proposed PME
• SCE&G currently monitors Parr shoreline 

annually, Monticello shoreline bi-annually
• Conditions and areas of erosion are noted
• SCE&G makes appropriate repairs to stabilize 

the shoreline when severe erosion is noted
• SCE&G proposes to continue these inspections 

in the new license



Shoreline Management Plan for Parr 
Reservoir

• Issue- Currently, there is no Shoreline 
Management Plan (SMP) for Parr Reservoir.

• Stakeholders requested creation of an SMP for 
Parr.



Proposed PME
• New SMP developed in consultation with 

RCG/TWC
• SCE&G will educate public and enforce rules
• Updates will be made as-need and/or where 

FERC guidelines dictate
• Consultation to occur every 10 years



Shoreline Management Plan for 
Monticello Reservoir

• Issue- Stakeholders requested that the 
Monticello Reservoir SMP be reviewed and 
updated for the new license.



Proposed PME
• SMP reviewed and revised in consultation 

with RCG/TWC
• SCE&G will educate public and enforce rules
• Updates will be made as-needed and/or 

where FERC guidelines dictate
• Consultation to occur every 10 years



Cultural Resources
• Issue - SCE&G has consulted with the State 

Historic Preservation Officer to complete 
Phase I and Phase II studies of cultural 
resources associated with the Parr 
Hydroelectric Project.



Proposed PME
• Ongoing consultation with FERC and SHPO
• Lyles Ford site may be impacted by Project
• Education material and signage will include 

historical information
• Stabilization or mitigation will occur at one 

archaeological site



Recreation Resource Maps
• Issue- Stakeholders requested that SCE&G 

provide information and maps to the public 
that include non-project Broad River access 
areas downstream of Parr Shoals Dam and 
include downstream navigation information 
for recreators.



Proposed PME
• SCE&G will address this as an “Off-license 

Agreement” with stakeholders
• SCE&G will provide maps of river access and 

downstream navigation routes on their 
website.



RSSL Outreach and Education
• Issue- Congaree Riverkeeper requested that 

SCE&G provide information to the public on 
the Rocky Shoals Spider Lily populations that 
currently exist in the Broad River between Parr 
Shoals Dam and the Columbia Dam.



Proposed PME
• SCE&G will address this as an “Off-license 

Agreement” 

• SCE&G will provide information on, and 
generalized location maps of, Rocky Shoals 
Spider Lily populations on their website.



Downstream Rec Flows
• Issue- The Recreation TWC requested that 

SCE&G schedule recreation flows in the Broad 
River downstream of Parr Shoals Dam.

• SCE&G has not proposed a PME measure for 
this issue.

• Inflows to Parr Reservoir are not stored but 
are released downstream on a daily cycle.



Palmetto Trail Contribution
• Stakeholders requested SCE&G to make a 

monetary contribution to the Palmetto Trail 

• V.C. Summer Nuclear Plant currently provides 
funding for this organization

• SCE&G does not plan to support additional 
funds



Timeline for 2018
• File the DLA – May 2017
• Stakeholder Comments – 90 days
• Settlement Agreement Discussion August –

October 2017
• Revise License Application March – April 2018
• File License Application – June 2018



From: Gerrit Jobsis
To: Kelly Kirven; Alex Pellett (PellettC@dnr.sc.gov); Alison Jakupca; ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; Bill Marshall

(marshallb@dnr.sc.gov); Bill Stangler (CRK@congareeriverkeeper.org); Caleb Gaston (caleb.gaston@scana.com);
Chad Altman (altmankc@dhec.sc.gov); Charlene Coleman (cheetahtrk@yahoo.com); Chris Johnston
(JohnstonWC@gmail.com); Chuck Hightower (hightocw@dhec.sc.gov); David Eargle (eargleda@dhec.sc.gov);
Dick Christie (christied@dnr.sc.gov); Frank_Henning@nps.gov; Fritz Rohde (Fritz.Rohde@noaa.gov); Greg Mixon
(mixong@dnr.sc.gov); Hal Beard (BeardH@dnr.sc.gov); Henry Mealing; J. Hagood Hamilton Jr.
(jhamilton@scana.com); Jim Glover (gloverjb@dhec.sc.gov); Jon Durham (jondurham@bellsouth.net); Lorianne
Riggin (RigginL@dnr.sc.gov); Malcolm Leaphart (mwleapjr@att.net); Mark Caldwell (mark_caldwell@fws.gov);
Mel Jenkins (greenpalmetto@yahoo.com); Melanie Olds (melanie_olds@fws.gov); Pace Wilber
(Pace.Wilber@noaa.gov); rammarell@scana.com; Randy Mahan (randolph.mahan@scana.com); randy mahan
(rmahan@sc.rr.com); Ron Ahle; Rusty Wenerick (weneriwr@dhec.sc.gov); Sam Stokes (stokess@dnr.sc.gov);
Scott Castleberry (castlews@dhec.sc.gov); Scott Harder; STUTTS, BRANDON G; Wayne and Ginny Boland
(wayneboland@bellsouth.net); Alison Jakupca; BRESNAHAN, AMY; Henry Mealing; Jay Maher; Ley, Amanda;
Alison Jakupca; Henry Mealing; Jay Maher; Jordan Johnson; Karla Reece (Karla.Reece@noaa.gov); Robert Stroud
(StroudR@dnr.sc.gov); Brandon Kulik; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Brandon McCartha
(Brandon.McCartha@scana.com); btrump@scana.com; CHASTAIN, WILLIAM K JR; Dan Adams
(John.Adams@scana.com); Edye Joyner; Erich Miarka (erich.miarka@gillscreekwatershed.org); Jeff Carter
(jmcarter00@sc.rr.com); Joe Wojcicki; John Fantry (john@Fantrylaw.com); Karen Swank Kustafik
(kakustafik@columbiasc.net); Mark Davis; Merrill McGregor (merrillm@scccl.org); tboozer@scana.com; William
Hendrix (HendrixWB@dot.state.sc.us); Corbin Johnson (Corbin.Johnson@scana.com); Bret Hoffman; Bruce
Halverson

Cc: Erin McCombs
Subject: American Rivers’ Trial Balloon to reach agreement for offsetting Parr Reservoir fluctuations
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 5:15:13 PM
Attachments: American Rivers - SAC Dam Removal Update March 2017.pdf

SoutheastDamRemovalFactSheet.pdf
BroadRiverDamsPreliminaryQuery.xlsx
Median total project costs.pdf

Relicensing stakeholders:
 
As discussed at the March 28 and 30, 2017 PM&E meetings, please find below American  Rivers’ Trial
Balloon to reach agreement for offsetting the impacts of Parr Reservoir fluctuations.  I am also
providing additional information requested:

·         Links to American Rivers’ Blue Trails website and maps www.bluetrailsguide.org
·         Congaree River Blue Trail Map

http://www.bluetrailsguide.org/assets/pdfs/blue-trails/congaree-river-blue-trail-map.pdf?
d34d3c

·         Ashley River Blue Trail Map
North - http://b.3cdn.net/amrivers/a0424eab4b4bd2e825_mlbrgbynj.pdf
South – https://s3.amazonaws.com/american-rivers-website/wp-
content/uploads/2016/08/16105228/BTG_ashley-river-south-map.pdf

·         Waccamaw River Blue Trail Map
http://www.bluetrailsguide.org/assets/pdfs/blue-trails/Waccamaw-River-Blue-Trail-
Map.pdf?d34d3c

·         American  Rivers’ fact sheet on dam removals
·         American Rivers’ spreadsheet showing a preliminary assessment of Broad River watershed

dams for voluntary removal.
·         American Rivers’ March 2017 dam removal project list for the Carolinas and Tennessee

demonstrating that finding such projects is doable.
·         Median project costs of dam removals.

 
American  Rivers Trial Balloon to reach agreement for offsetting Parr Reservoir fluctuations
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Dam Removal in the  


Rivers of Southern Appalachia and the Carolinas: 


Status and Selected Projects  


March 2017 
 


2016 was a record breaker for conservation-driven dam removals in North Carolina with 


eight dams removed!  North Carolina had the second most dam removals of any state, with 


projects as large as the 275-foot-long Shuford Dam and the 240-foot-long Cane River Dam.  


Some had been blocking rivers for over 150 years.  American Rivers, under the direction of our 


Southern Appalachian dam removal specialist Erin McCombs, led the removal of four dams and 


provided technical assistance to partners on three of the other four.  Capacity and momentum 


are building in North Carolina and the Southeast, and we feel well positioned to continue 


improving our rivers’ health by removing these barriers.  


 


Looking forward to 2017, there is an ever-growing list of active projects in NC with many 


active projects in South Carolina and Tennessee developing as well – partly in response to the 


tragic flooding and dam failures in recent years.  Policy efforts to streamline the dam removal 


process in North Carolina are underway with a bill currently moving through the North Carolina 


Senate. To improve the limited project manager capacity in the Cape Fear River basin, American 


Rivers has secured funding for a 2-day dam removal training in the Cape Fear basin in May.  As 


American Rivers’ staff continues to work through our strategic plan, dam removal remains one 


of our most effective tools. In the coming year, staff will assess how we may be able to combine 


dam removal with other strategies to further address the impacts of urbanization across the 


Southeast. 


 


In the following sections, we cover the highlights from the last six months and recent 


efforts to streamline the dam removal process.  We also provide an updated table of American 


Rivers’ active dam removal projects with additional details on selected priority projects. In 


closing there is a before-and-after photographic review of the 2016 dam removals. 


 


Thank you for your interest in and support of our Southeastern dam removal program, 


which, thanks to you, is making a tremendous difference for the rivers of the Southern 


Appalachia and Carolinas today and positioning us for broader impact downstream.  If you have 


any questions or would like to receive any additional information, please contact Steve White 


at swhite@AmericanRivers.org or 919-720-2901. 



mailto:swhite@AmericanRivers.org
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Highlights from the last 6 months: 


 Of the 72 dams removed across the country in 2016, North Carolina was the second 


leading state in dam removal with 8 completed projects.  The dams removed include the 


Shuford Dam, Cane River Dam, Granite Mill Dam, Little Buck Creek Dam, and the 


Santeelah Fish Barrier. 


 The Beaverdam Creek dam removal near Canton, NC, continued to move forward. A 


design and engineering firm has been hired, a regulatory meeting started the permitting 


process, and the final dollars needed for the project were requested from the NC 


Division of Water Resources fund.  


 American Rivers’ technical assistance was requested by municipalities and utilities 


looking to address the liability of owning outdated, unneeded dams.  


 American Rivers is leading a collaborative conservation planning effort with the Little 


Tennessee River Native Fish Conservation Area with the ultimate goal of identifying the 


highest priority restoration and land protection projects to improve water quality and 


aquatic habitat in the Little Tennessee River basin. We hope to bring on additional staff 


capacity to in the fall to support this conservation planning and project selection. 


 American Rivers has secured funding to host a dam removal project manager training in 


Fayetteville, NC, in May to build capacity and momentum for dam removal. 


 American Rivers hosted and led the meeting of the North Carolina Aquatic Connectivity 


Team in February and presentations and discussion of the projects from 2016 will help 


guide our work into the future. Attendance was strong.  Our partners’ growing emphasis 


on using dam removal as an effective restoration tool continues to drive momentum. 


 The South Carolina House of Representatives passed legislation strengthening state dam 


safety regulations in light of more than 75 dams that failed during devastating floods in 


2015 and 2016. The legislation now awaits approval from the state Senate. This 


legislation has been a high priority for American Rivers because strong dam safety 


regulations have been shown to result in more removals of unsafe dams.   


 


Policy & Regulation:  Informed by regulatory challenges experienced on the projects American 


Rivers has worked on over the years, we are working at the state level in North Carolina to 


support legislation to reduce the regulatory burden and permitting costs of dam removal. 


Additionally, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency released a frequently-asked-questions 


document to help regulators effectively support dam removal, an important tool to protect 


water quality and aquatic habitat of our rivers; American Rivers provided critical support in the 


development of the document. Finally, a new nationwide dam removal permit was issued by 


the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for lowhead dams. This permit was supported by American 


Rivers during development and our staff has been providing support and outreach to support to 


states during the roll out and implementation of this new permit.  
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Active Dam Removal Projects 


in the Rivers of Southern Appalachia and the Carolinas 


 


 


State Name Status Project Status Description Basin 


NC Milburnie Dam 1 1. Active - permitting (removal) Neuse 


NC Hoosier Dam 1 1. Active - design (removal) Cape Fear 


NC Beaverdam Creek Dam* 1 1. Active- design (removal) French Broad  


NC Middle Fork New 1 1. Active- design (removal) New  


NC Halls Lake Dam* 1 1. Active- fundraising (removal) Cape Fear 


NC Randleman City Reservoir* 1 1. Active - feasibility (removal) Deep 


NC Ward's Mill Dam* 1 1. Active - feasibility (removal) Tennessee 


NC Patterson Dam 1 1. Active - feasibility (removal) Yadkin 


NC Cullowhee Dam* 1 1. Active - feasibility (removal) Little TN 


NC Pine Hall Brick Dam 1 1. Active - feasibility (removal) Roanoke 


NC Rocky Mount Millpond 2 2. Investigating (fish passage) Tar-Pamlico 


NC Gooch's Mill Dam 2 2. Investigating (removal) Tar-Pamlico 


NC Sparta Mill Dam 2 2. Investigating (removal) New 


NC Oxford City Dam 2 2. Investigating (removal) Tar-Pamlico 


TN Roaring River* 1 1. Active - permitting (removal) Tennessee 


TN Oostanaula 1 1. Active - feasibility (removal) Hiawassee 


TN Rockford Dam 2 2. Investigating (removal) Tennessee 


TN Harm's Mill  2 2. Investigating (removal) Tennessee 


TN Chickamauga Creek 2 2. Investigating (removal) Tennessee 


TN Walland/Perry's Mill 2 2. Investigating (removal) Tennessee 


SC Lake Elizabeth 1 1. Active - design (removal) Broad 


SC Congaree Creek* 1 1. Active- fundraising (removal) Congaree 


SC Mill Creek  1 1. Active - design (removal) Saluda 


SC Matthews Creek 1 1. Active- fundraising (removal) Saluda 


*Projects with asterisk indicate project details to follow.  
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Beaverdam Creek Dam, Canton, NC 


 


 
Dam Facts:  


This dam is approximately 12 feet high and 35 feet across and was partially breeched as of 


December 2015.  


 


Habitat Benefits:  


Ecological impacts of the dam include blocked aquatic species passage, degraded habitat in the 
formerly impounded section of river, water quality concerns associated with turbidity from 
failing banks, blocked natural sediment transport, and alteration of river hydrology.  
 
Project Context:   
This project is located on Beaverdam Creek very close to the confluence with the Pigeon River. 


To fully address the root cause of impairment in Beaverdam Creek, American Rivers is working 


with Southwestern Resource Conservation and Development Council, Haywood Waterways, 


local landowners, state and federal agencies and others to restore other parts of the watershed 


with the vision to restore native aquatic species to their former range. 


 


Status:  


A design and engineering firm has been hired, a regulatory meeting started the permitting 


process, and construction is anticipated in the fall of 2017. 


 


Costs:  


The design, permitting, and engineering costs are approximately $90,000, with funding for this 


phase having been secured from private donations and the Pigeon River Fund. Final design 


costs have been requested from the NC Division of Water Resources Grant program. The 


construction phase will be funded and implemented by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
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Halls Lake Dam, Clinton, NC 
 


 
 


Dam Facts:  


~10 feet high; ~100 feet long; privately owned. It was breached in the October 2016 Hurricane 


Matthew flooding.  


 


Habitat Benefits:  


This removal will reconnect diadromous fish, or fish that require time in freshwater and ocean 
environments, to habitat that is important to their survival. American eel and river herring are 
two of the species that will benefit from this project. The removal of this dam connects 12.67 
upstream stream miles. 
 


Project Context:   
This project was identified using the North Carolina Barrier Prioritization Tool, a product 
developed during a Duke University Nicholas School masters project where American Rivers 
was the client. Through landowner outreach we secured permission to move forward with this 
project. 
 


Status:   


A memorandum of understanding is in place with the landowner. Fundraising and scoping of 


the project are underway. 


 


Costs: 


Costs for design, engineering, and permitting are not finalized. USFWS has expressed interest in 


funding the construction of this project. 
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Randleman City Reservoir Dam, Randleman, NC 


 


 
    


Dam Facts:  


The 35 ft. high and +200 ft .long dam served as the formed water supply for the City of 


Randleman, NC, but no longer serves that purpose.  


 


Habitat Benefits:  


The dam is located on Polecat Creek, a tributary of the Deep River in the Cape Fear basin. The 


Deep River is home to the Cape Fear Shiner and diadromous fishes. 


 


Project Context:   
The dam is rated “high hazard” and the city is interested in divesting itself from the liability of 
owning this dam. The City of Randleman contacted American Rivers for technical and financial 
assistance for dam removal. 
 


Status:  


The city manager and alderman have visited the site with American Rivers and are interested in 


pursuing removal. At the next meeting of the alderman, a proposal to remove the dam will be 


up for a vote. 


 


Costs:  


No scope developed yet.  
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Ward’s Mill Dam, Valle Crucis, NC 
 


 
      


 


Dam Facts:  


This 16 ft. high 100 ft. long dam is an active hydropower mill dam. 


 


Habitat Benefits:  


This dam removal will improve free flowing aquatic habitat in the Watauga River for 5 rare 


occurrences in the stream including the Green floater freshwater mussels and trout. Removal of 


this dam will open 140 upstream miles. 


 


Project Context:   
The dam is privately owned and operated a mill starting 120 years ago. 


 


Status:  


The owners are surrendering the hydropower license with the Federal Energy Regulatory 


Commission before dam removal can commence. 


 


Costs:  


Scope and cost not yet developed. 
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Cullowhee Dam, Cullowhee, NC 


 
 


Dam Facts:  


This 30 ft. high and 150 ft. wide water supply dam is owned by Western Carolina University.  


 


Habitat Benefits:  


The removal of Cullowhee dam will reconnect 81 total miles upstream (11 mainstream river 
miles) and 1,043 downstream river miles connecting a total of 1,124 river miles. The dam is 
located in the Tuckaseigee State Natural Heritage Area, which additionally demonstrates its 
ecological significance. The dam’s removal would significantly improve habitat for three 
threatened & endangered species (the Sicklefin redhorse, French Broad River crayfish, and 
Appalachian elktoe mussel) and eight other fish species including Eastern brook trout. 
According to our ecological barrier prioritization tool, this project ranks 33 out of more than 
6,300 dams in the state. 
 


Project Context:   
The Cullowhee Dam on the Tuckaseigee River in North Carolina is a water intake dam owned by 


Western Carolina University that is in poor condition.  The river is a destination for trout fishing 


and restoration of this stretch would benefit the economically depressed area.   


 


Status: 


A feasibility study is underway to determine if we can replace water intake and remove the 


dam. The feasibility study is funded by the dam owner, Western Carolina University and the 


Tuckaseigee Water & Sewer Authority. The study has been delayed from February to April.  


 


Costs: 


An estimated $2 million is needed to modify the water intake and remove the dam. 
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Roaring River Dam, Jackson Co., TN 


 
 


Dam Facts:  


This dam on the Roaring River was built to purposefully block fish migration, and practice now 


wholly unsupported by science. 


 


Habitat Benefits:  


Removal of the dam structure opens significant mileage allowing the fish and other aquatic 


species improve genetic diversity. 


 


Project Context:   
The failing dam poses a risk to paddlers and other recreationists. The US Army Corps of 


Engineers and the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency jointly own the structure and are 


working together for removal. American Rivers is providing technical support. 


 


Status:  


This project is has secured permits and design is complete. A construction firm has been 


selected and removal is planned for this year. 
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Congaree Creek Dam 


Cayce, SC 


      
 


Dam Facts:  


This sheet pile dam formerly served as an emergency/back-up water supply dam for the City of 


Cayce, SC who also owns the dam. The City is interested in removing the dam and improving 


river access at the site. 


 


Habitat Benefits:  


Removal of the dam structure opens significant upstream mileage expanding habitat for many 


fish and other aquatic species including snail bullhead, flat bullhead, white catfish, black-


banded sunfish, sawcheek darter, swallowtail shiner, and sandbar shiner.  Shealy’s Pond 


Heritage Preserve is upstream of this project opening river connectivity to protected lands. 


 


Project Context:   
The dam creates a dangerous hydraulic roller at certain river levels that pose a risk to paddlers. 


A canoe trail begins at the dam, but access is challenging and can be improved through this 


project.  


 


Status:  


This project is in the pre-design and fundraising phase. 


 


Costs:  


Cost estimates are being sought from design and engineering firms. The US Fish and Wildlife 


Service expressed interested funding and implementing the construction portion of this project.  
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Before and After:  A Review of the North Carolina 2016 Dam Removals 


 


Shuford Mills Dam, Henry River, Brookford, NC 


     
 


Cane River Dam, Cane River, Burnsville, NC 


     
 


Granite Mill Dam & 2 remnant dams, Haw River,  


Town of Haw River, NC 
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Little Buck Creek Dam, Little Buck Creek 


Nantahala National Forest, Clay Co., NC 


 


      
 


 


Santeetlah Fish Barrier, Santeetlah Creek 


Nantahala National Forest, NC 


 


      
 
 








For more information please contact:  


Erin McCombs ● 828-649-7887 ● emccombs@americanrivers.org 


 


 


Voluntarily Removing Obsolete Dams, Bringing Rivers Back to Life 


A healthy river can increase property values, boost recreational opportunities, attract tourists, 


reduce water pollution, and protect people and property from flooding. But dams, levees and other 


man-made structures disrupt the natural functions of rivers, leaving many of them lifeless or cut off from 


their communities. Sustainable approaches to river management restore natural river functions, floodplains 


and wetlands and ensure safer and healthier communities.  


There are thousands of dams blocking our rivers and streams*, most of which are no longer serving 


their intended purpose like powering mills old grist mills or woolen mills. These obsolete relics clog rivers 


stopping fish from accessing their habitat, pose a public safety hazard, increase the threat of upstream 


flooding, and block recreational economic growth opportunities.   


One important factor in preserving and restoring the rivers of the Southeast is connectivity or the ability of 


fish to move up and down a river and for the river to transport sediment and organic matter from its 


headwaters to its estuary. On the coastal plain, connectivity is critical to allow species to move between 


the ocean and streams.  In the mountains connectivity is critical to maintain habitat for hundreds of species 


found nowhere else on earth. Dam removal is the best way to restore these streams, and bring these 


buried stretches of river back to life. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


American Rivers works with willing dam owners and communities that are grappling with decisions about 


dams and other stream barriers and their impacts to public safety, the local economy and the environment. 


Through establishing locally-based partnerships we successfully demonstrate the benefits of restoring rivers 


through the removal of stream barriers. We also enable communities to share their success stories with 


others, showing how quickly rivers can heal and how local businesses and property owners, as well as fish 


and wildlife, thrive when rivers are restored.  


*This does not include farm ponds 


River Restoration in 
the Southeast 


Before and After:  Steeles Mill Dam removal 
 Hitchcock Creek, Rockingham, North Carolina 







Dam Removal Frequently Asked Questions 


 


 


Why remove dams? 


Dams, like any man-made structure, were not built to last an eternity. They have a finite life span and require 


constant maintenance to keep them working and structurally sound. Many dams have outlived their useful 


design lives and no longer provide the economic benefits that once supported their maintenance costs. There 


have been a growing number of dams being removed where the costs outweigh the benefits or where the dam 


no longer serves any useful purpose. Many dams have not been maintained, creating a safety and 


environmental hazard. Dams are removed for many reasons, often to restore the river for fish and wildlife. 


Other reasons can be to eliminate liability, save taxpayer money, and restore opportunities for boating and 


fishing. 


 


What about property values? 


While the loss of one type of recreational and scenic resource may be upsetting to some, to others, the 


restored river and added open space will be very attractive. Studies have not shown strong correlations 


between small dam removal and changes in property value. 


 


Who owns the dams that are being removed? 


Private individuals, businesses, local governments, or public utilities may own dams. Most of the dams 


removed to date have been owned privately, by local government, or by public utilities. 


 


How much does it cost to remove a dam? 


Because the size and location of dams vary so greatly, the cost to remove an individual dam can range from a 


few thousand dollars to hundreds of millions of dollars. Funding sources for removal of dams to provide 


ecological benefit are available and include federal agencies like the US Fish and Wildlife Service and 


NOAA, foundations, and private donors. 


 


How are dams removed? 


Because dams and rivers vary greatly, physical removal strategies and techniques may also vary on a case-


by-case basis. Generally, the process involves drawing down the reservoir, potentially removing the 


sediment built up behind the dam, removing the structure, and mitigating for downstream effects. Techniques 


may include the use of controlled explosions and heavy demolition equipment. 


 


How many dams have been removed to date? 


Currently, American Rivers is aware of over 1,200 dams nationwide that have been removed in this country 


since 1912. The majority of these removals occurred since 1980 and the number has increased even more 


since 2000. 


 


Is the dam historic? 


Some dams and their associated mills provide good examples of early industrial development. The history of 


these sites can be preserved through interpretive signage and preservation of associated mill buildings or by 


leaving a component of the dam. 


 


Will there be an increase in flooding? 


Only a small percentage of dams provide flood control benefits and those dams were expressly built for that 


purpose. Most dams do not significantly affect or control downstream flooding and therefore their removal 


will not cause a significant change in flooding downstream. In some cases, dam removal can actually 


decrease flood hazards because the river will be able to naturally adjust to flow conditions and water will not 


be impeded by structures in the river. Many dams have inadequate spillways and cannot pass enough water 


during flooding events. 






SC FERC Fund Recon USFWS

		GlobalID		Barrier_name		Resident (R) or Diadromous (D) Scenario		Lat_long		Property_Address		Parcel_no		City_County		Landowner_One_Name		Landowner_One_Address		Landowner_One_Phone		Landowner_Two_Name		Landowner_Two_Address		Landowner_Two_Phone		Property_tax_value		Owner_Contacted		Comments		Property_Outline_Tax_records

		Preliminary query of dams in Broad River watershed, SC. Additional assessment needed for potential of voluntary removal.  

		F143BD51-CAF5-4B1E-AFA5-A9C88BB60D99		Estimated Dam 279		RD		34.2343, -81.0251		 1) 448 Persimmon Fork Rd, 2) 440 Persimmon Fork Rd & W/S Syrup Mill Rd		1) R12800-02-17; 2) R12800-02-09 & R12800-02-08		Blythewood_Richland		Walker George R P III& Catherine F		450 Persimmon Fork Rd, Blythewood SC 29016		(803)786-7333		George RP Walker Jr Trust/George RP Walker Jr/Trustee		440 Persimmon Fork Rd, Blythewood SC 29016				1) $396,100; 2) $1,831,900 & $2,838,700 (assessed values)				Dam crosses 3 parcels; information for 2 is identical. **Note: An obituary for George RP Walker was found listing his death on February 15, 2016.

		CC8FA98D-EE61-4EF0-B56C-2C62BEB828F8		Lake Ashley Dam		D		34.2393, -80.9815		N/S Pineview Church Rd		R15382-01-47		Blythewood_Richland		Lake Ashley Homeowners Association Inc		PO Box 249, Blythewood SC 29016										$2,600 (assessed)

		9F8D5979-B5F5-4159-BCD9-68A1E0E333BD		Estimated Dam 284		RD		34.2697, -81.0087		East Peach Road		201-00-01-051-000		Ridgeway_Fairfield		Averyt Family Partnership & Gayle O Averyt		PO Box 1365, Columbia SC 29202										$2,153,600 (total market value)

		690E7CAC-126D-466A-9847-30934576875B		Avertyt Family Dam		R		34.2742, -81.0116		East Peach Road		201-00-01-051-000		Ridgeway_Fairfield		Averyt Family Partnership & Gayle O Averyt		PO Box 1365, Columbia SC 29202										$2,153,600 (total market value)

		ACE86E8E-C45F-415A-9F67-399330115F22		Maxey Coleman Dam, Garner/Coleman Dam		RD		34.2348, -81.1071		2038 Little Ceder Creek Rd		214-00-00-091-000		Winnsboro_Fairfield		Grandpa G LLC		1301 Gervais Street Suite 812, Columbia SC 29201										$566,400 (total market value)				Grandpa G, LLC is also listed at 1901 Main Street, Columbia SC 29201

		43F09435-35AD-4961-A829-B9162BD20A92		Estimated Dam 295		D		34.0661, -81.0489		5900 Monticello Rd		1) R09308-04-01 ; 2) R09312-01-01		Columbia_Richland		Brown H Arthur Jr as Trustee of Winhill Trust		1313 Claremont Dr, Columbia SC 29205		(212)803-1284		City of Columbia C/O Finance Director		PO Box 147, Columbia SC 29217		(803)545-3325		1) $60,600; 2) $126,000 (assessed values)				Dam could not be identified on aerial images, so its hard to pinpoint on which parcel this dam is located.

		651D209C-7948-4DFA-BDB9-E6AC85F5C544		Columbia Canal Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 1895)		D		34.0337, -81.0704		E/S and W/S Broad River Rd		R07316-02-14 and R07316-01-02		Columbia_Richland		City of Columbia		1737 Main St, Columbia SC 29201										$17,700 and $10,200		Dam starts at one parcel and ends at another.

		542E7A5B-AEF2-4430-9ACC-CD32606A53FA		Jackson-Mill Ck WCD Dam #7		RD		34.3420, -81.1607		INT S-20-380 & S-20-54 N		143-00-00-035-000		Winnsboro_Fairfield		Town of Winnsboro		Winnsboro, SC 29180										$0 (total value)

		5500B789-EB82-4D1E-AAD8-26BBE5063BF1		Jackson-Mill Ck WCD Dam #2		R, D		34.3742, -81.1448		Kincaid Bridge Rd		124-00-01-052-000		Winnsboro_Fairfield		Timms Daniel III		10689 Jackson Creek Road, Winnsboro SC 29180														$513,000 (total value)

		B226F785-1507-437A-A319-AB2D80318806		Jackson-Mill Ck WCD Dam 8		R, D		34.3899, -81.143428		1 and 2) Meadow Lou Lane; 3) Kincaid Bridge Rd		1) 105-00-00-050-000; 2) 105-00-00-051-000; 3) 124-00-02-034-000		Winnsboro_Fairfield		1) Clowney Reba S		1) 4050 Newberry Rd, Winnsboro SC 29180		1) (803)635-4346		2) Clowney Samuel S		2) 4001 Newberry Road, Winnsboro SC 29180				1) $9,000; 2) $9,000; 3) $260,000 (total values)				Dam split between 3 parcels.				3) Chappell Robert G et al; Kincaid Bridge; PO Box 239, Winnsboro SC 29180

		4F051C76-85E5-4948-940F-98F8739C1F55		Jackson-Mill Cr WCD Dam 1		R 		34.3901, -81.1846		1177 Old Airport Rd		104-00-02-096-000		Winnsboro_Fairfield		Green Carolyn K		192 Pineview Church Rd, Blythewood SC 29016		(803)691-7997								$743,400 (total value)

		E4889A7C-4E9A-4C63-9575-9DD5556F38E6		Estimated Dam 282		R, D		34.3862, -81.1862		E of Jackson Creek Rd		123-00-00-002-000		Winnsboro_Fairfield		Stevenson Lonnie Edward		8783 Newberry Road, Winnsboro SC 29180		(803)635-9637								$153,700 (total value)

		3AB2ED5A-A887-4472-8E13-AD257E3D97C1		George F Coleman Dam		R, D		34.3798, -81.2843		Home Tract East-W of SC-2		120-00-02-010-000		Blair_Fairfield		Coleman Creighton B		125 S Garden Street, Winnsboro SC 29180; see additional address				Home address listed at LO website		PO Box 1006, Winnsboro SC 29180		(803)635-6884		$774,800				Info on LO Senator Creighton B Coleman 

		AFF2E4D1-F908-4EBC-A16E-7D0F41C4F95A		Estimated Dam 278		R		34.3783, -81.3103		State Rd S-20-99																						Is this dam the causeway over Monticello Reservoir? 

		4C4C9040-D5F6-4C1F-830B-BF7DED8F9B78		Betty K Shealy Pond Dam		R		34.2169, -81.5267		170 McFall Drive				Prosperity_Newberry		Caldwell George H Trustee DEC		809 Kiblers Bridge Rd, Prosperity SC		(803)945-7474								Not found				LO Address is listed as GH Caldwell Subdivision HOA.

		13B6FD18-1EF3-4ACF-B1A3-ED79C5DC53DB		Mid-Carolina Gold Club		D		34.2434, -81.4488		Hwy 521		633-9		Pomaria_Newberry		Mid Carolina Farms Inc, C/O Robert Cochell		PO Box 1070, Valrico FL 33595		(813)689-2082								$16,042 (Total Taxable Value)				Phone number listed is the work number found for Robert D Cochell at address linked to parcel. 

		86190B42-AB7E-4CC6-9766-F11520CA7F92		Estimated Dam 277		RD		34.3297, -81.5562		4232 Mt Bethel Garmany Rd		445-22		Newberry_Newberry		Wessinger F Townsend		PO Box 612, Newberry SC 29108		(803)276-9874								$291,005 (total taxable value)

		0CF574B9-D805-43D5-A8DF-8E011B31958B		Estimated Dam 311		RD		34.3117, -81.6094		680 Odell Rd		0340-3-20		Newberry_Newberry		Oien Family Investments LLC		1216 SE Colony Way, Jupiter FL 33478		Lynn E Oien: (561)748-0184, (561)747-8802								$97,666 (total taxable value)				Lynn E Oien is listed at LO address, but not on property card.

		911E87AA-4834-4EEB-8BC9-8A76B2B3C11A		Estimated Dam 319		RD		34.4664, -81.7314		[near 521 Stomp Springs Circle]		768-00-00-001		Clinton_Laurens		Osborne John E & Pamela L		703 Rockwood Rd, Columbia SC 29209		(803)776-6720								$160 (total assessment)

		320AECA7-75B8-4C46-999C-B2D21DB78787		Duncan Creek WCD Dam 7		RD		34.4855, -81.8334		28373 Highway 76		901-34-01-001		Clinton_Laurens		Whitten Center		Highway 76 E, PO Drawer 239, Clinton SC 29325		Information: (864)833-2733								0 (total assessment)				Whitten Center is a residential facility of the SC Department of Disabilities and Special Needs.

		5F081EE2-F767-4177-BB48-34548752630E		Lawson		D				28373 Highway 76		901-34-01-001		Clinton_Laurens		Whitten Center		Highway 76 E, PO Drawer 239, Clinton SC 29325		Information: (864)833-2733								0 (total assessment)				Whitten Center is a residential facility of the SC Department of Disabilities and Special Needs.

		FE180BD4-857F-4923-B48D-0F9842886334		SCNONAME 30002, Duncan Creek WCD Dam 2		RD		34.5081, -81.8809		Unlisted		1) 613-00-00-005; 2) 613-00-00-006		Clinton_Laurens		Blakely Robert Elliott et al		2150 Highway 308, Clinton SC 29325		(864)833-3804		JFT Farms LLC		PO Box 223, Simpsonville SC 29681				1) $30; 2) $3,090				1) LO Robert Elliott Blakely died in December 2015. Contact info listed is for his widow, Gail S Blakely

		87126962-F177-43E0-B9DE-F42359C5EBA6		SCNONAME 30005, Duncan Crk WCD Dam 5		RD		34.5380, -81.9001		[near 199 Broken Arrow Rd]		611-00-00-002		Clinton_Laurens		CM Farm Incorporated 		PO Box 346, Laurens SC 29360		(803)984-4444								$2,650 (total assessment)				Listed on the SC airport database - no runways are visible on aerial photos. 

		B473DC46-87E0-461E-ABD1-9F4CCA68162B		SCNONAME 30006, Duncan Crk WCD Dam 6B		RD		34.5467, -81.9074		621 Bethany Church Rd		560-00-00-003		Clinton_Laurens		City of Clinton		404 N Broad St, Clinton SC 29325		General questions (864)200-4503								$0 (total assessment)

		B682EE7C-9F61-4069-BDC3-1AF4E38F82F5		BVERDM Warrior WCD Dam 33		R		34.5873, -81.9618		2285 Pooletown Rd		497-00-00-008		Laurens_Laurens		Glenn Nancy Blakely		617 Riverwalk Way, Irmo SC 29063		(803)749-9124								$450 (total assessment)

		5C7CAC82-CD79-46D6-B287-C64B9D56AC52		BVRDAM Warrior Crk WCD #4		R		34.5942, -82.0095		1) ; 2) unlisted		1) 378-00-00-008; 2) 408-00-00-016				Wilson Robert B Trustee et al		PO Box 6786, Greenville SC 29606		(864)277-1284		Oliver Steven W		8054 Hwy 49, Laurens SC 29360		(864)682-4224		1) $500; 2) $840 (total assessments)				Address for parcel 1 is listed as Crucible Chemical Co; Robert B Wilson is listed as an inventor/president for this company (neat!). 

		23B15DFD-85C7-4686-95D5-963066ABA994		Sedalia Dam		R		34.6093, -81.7551		[near 1198 Old Buncombe Rd]		123-00-00-001 000		Union_Union		US Forest Service		3557 Whitmire Highway, Union SC 29379		(864)427-7100								$0 (total value)				Dam located in Sumter National Forest. 

		5462F321-6393-4F5A-AAB2-68A021DB0E0C		John S Creek Dam		R		34.6161, -81.7518.		[near 1198 Old Buncombe Rd]		123-00-00-001 000		Union_Union		US Forest Service		3557 Whitmire Highway, Union SC 29379		(864)427-7100								$0 (total value)				Dam located in Sumter National Forest.

		93C34F97-A3AF-43D3-B16F-F0560A5D9A78		Estimated Dam 309		R		34.6306, -81.8861		602 new hope church rd		1) 4-65-00-046.00; 2) 4-65-00-008.00		Enoree_Spartanburg		Taylor Roger D & Devra A		1550 Union Hwy, Enoree SC				Stewart Mary Ann		0 Union Hwy, Enoree SC				1) $37,730 (sale amount); 2) unreported

		4C41A6D1-374A-40CC-A2D8-F7A1D1DBA054		Estimated Dam 305		RD		34.7699, -82.0376		1320 Old Spartanburg Hwy		4-19-00-052.00		Woodruff_Spartanburg		Craft James A		1320 Old Spartanburg Hwy, Woodruff SC 										$325,779 (sale amount)

		8198217B-D797-488E-9DA9-32B79B900157		Jon Prince Dam		RD		34.7962, -81.8735		735 Riddle Rd, Pauline SC 		6-56-00-042.00		Pauline_Spartanburg		Lena Lawson Properties Ltd P												$10 (sale amount)

		FC130173-A3E9-41E2-9FB4-DBB02745E9AD		Lake Wineemoko Dam		R		34.7882, -81.7778				042-00-00-024 000		Jonesville_Union		Mechlenburg Janice K		C/O D L Bailey, 199 Campbell Drive, Jonesville SC 29353		(864)429-0249								$34,000 (total value)

		CB929947-56D3-4D52-AF07-D679B8B78F37		Bogan Dam		D		34.8160, -81.6790		[unlisted]		027-00-00-001 000		Jonesville_Union		Bogan Robert Steve		Donnie Ray et al (Trustees), PO Box 278, Jonesville SC 29353										$667,000 (total value)

		AE46AEB6-C985-4AD0-9AF0-23FDF833AF92		Estimated Dam 304		D		34.8367, -82.1105				5-42-00-066.02		Woodruff_Spartanburg		Leonard Brian S		0 Fowler Rd, Woodruff SC (listed on property card but not verified by google maps)										$43,371 (sale amount)

		1823C2A8-C236-4E09-8D62-653C0774662B		Estimated Dam 307		D		34.8405, -82.1385		1500 Sharon Road, Greer SC 		5-42-00-009.01		Greer_Spartanburg		Davis R Scott & Davis Angela W 		1500 Sharon Road, Greer SC 										$1 (sale amount)

		77DD2D92-BC12-48B1-A65E-CBAC02006CCD		SCNONAME 42008, Croft State Park Lake Dam		RD		34.8646, -81.8336		1013 Croft State Park Rd				Spartanburg_Spartanburg		Camp Croft State Park, Brown Bldg State Park		1630 Whitestone Rd, Spartanburg SC		(864)585-1283 								not listed				Dam located in Croft State Park

		8295BF27-99CB-46DF-822E-A80CEDB52B90		SCNONAME 42024, Milliken Company Dam		D		34.8873, -81.9117		315 Canaan Rd, Spartanburg		6-30-00-125.00		Spartanburg_Spartanburg		Fairforest Investments LLC		120 Carolina Club Dr, Spartanburg SC														Business filling for Fairforest Investments, LLC (no phone number)

		A94B8CB9-DF09-4E8F-92DA-0DA81E669E38		Horseshoe Lake Dam, Carolina Club Dam		D		34.8760, -81.9031		0 Carolina Club (this is the address listed on the property card but was not verified on google maps.		6-34-00-038.06		Spartanburg_Spartanburg		Fairforest Investments LLC		120 Carolina Club Dr, Spartanburg SC										$4,250,000				Business filling for Fairforest Investments, LLC (no phone number)

		9628F382-1FE6-4233-8B8B-F7DE738A83CD		SCNONAME 42002, Silver Lake Dam		D		34.8855, -82.1043		219 S Lakeview Dr, Duncan SC 29334		5-30-00-209.00		Duncan_Spartanburg		Silver Lake Corporation		0 Berry Shoals Rd, Duncan SC										$30,000 (sale amount)				No information could be found on Silver Lake Corporation

		346B02CF-5990-425E-99D2-A44373FF7513		Berry Shoals, Berrys Pond Dam		D		34.8880, -82.1009		178 Timberleaf Drive, Duncan SC		5-31-00-029.00		Duncan_Spartanburg		Startex Jackson Wellford Duncan Water Dist		307 Spartanburg Hwy, Welford SC 29385		(864)439-4423								$1,428,700 (sale amount)				Startext-Jackson-Wellford-Duncan Water District website

		7E7747F7-42D7-4DFB-BDFB-8B4F93242E9D		Estimated Dam 296		D		34.9006, -82.0574		2013 E Fairmont Ave, Spartanburg SC				Spartanburg_Spartanburg		Dixon Ricky		0 Sunset Cir, Spartanburg SC										$10 (sale amount)

		465AA044-9A14-43D8-9AB0-303E1C38EB08		SJWD Water Dist RCC Dam		RD		34.9406, -82.0539		9750 Warren H Abernathy Hwy, Spartanburg, SC		5-22-00-002.00		Spartanburg_Spartanburg		SJWD Water District (also listed as a vacant lot without a taxpayer)		307 Spartanburg Hwy, Wellford SC 29385		(864)439-423								not listed

		C7120413-59B6-43A3-924D-35FE94609816		SCNONAME 23004, Greenville Wat Sys Dam		R		34.9527, -82.3931		98 Fallout Shelter Road		498100100201		TravelersRest_Greenville		South Carolina Department of P(ublic Safety?)		1205 Pendleton St, Columbia SC 29201		SC Dep of Public Safety: (803)896-9988; Paris Mountain State Park: (864)244-5565								$745,350 (taxable market value)				Located within Paris Mountain State Park

		ED447406-7C94-4DD0-A7A6-13241049F138		Mountain Lake Dam		R		34.9362, -82.3906		271 Paris Mountain State Park		498100100100		Greenville_Greenville		SC State Commission of Forestry, care of SC Dept of Rec Parks & Tourism		1205 Pendleton St, Ste 517, Columbia SC 29201		SC Dept of Parks, Rec & Tourism: (803)734-0166								$1,700,250 (taxable market value)

		9C25F934-1FA7-4DFF-AF2C-2777E0CBBC5B		Estimated Dam 313		R		34.9267, -82.3814		2403 State Park Road		P035000101100		Greenville_Greenville		Conway Frances Bailey		50 Stonehaven Dr, Greenville SC 29607		(864)617-9287								$348,110 (taxable market value)

		C9153274-9804-4ACA-B1D9-FD7931B55E3F		Columbia Diversion Dam, Columbia Canal Diversion Dam		D		34.0332, -81.0689		1) E/S Broad River Rd; 2) W/S Williamsburg Dr; 3) 4122 River Dr		1) R07316-02-14; 2) R07413-02-01; 3)R07316-02-01A		Columbia_Richland		1 and 3) City of Columbia		1737 Main St, Columbia SC 29201				2) City of Columbia		PO Box 147, Columbia SC 29217				1) 17,700; 2) $400,000; 3) $149,700 (assessed value)				City of Columbia is listed as the LO on the 3 parcels where dam begins and ends.

		188144ED-B035-4686-BEB8-6FBD09E94416		Chester Res Dam, Lake McGregor Dam		RD		34.7096, -81.2552		850 Beechwood Drive, Chester SC		060-00-01-033-000		Chester_Chester		Seven Eagles Investment LLC, The Keith Corporation		5935 Carnegie Blvd Ste 200, Charlotte NC 28209		The Keith Corporation: (704)365-6000. Phone number for Seven Eagles Investments was not found.								$204,300 (land+buildling appraisal) 

		703117A6-F788-4161-86A0-1FD5D978F7BD		SCNONAME 12001, Chester State Park Dam		RD		34.6785, -81.2472		759 State Park Rd		070-00-00-001-000		Chester_Chester		Chester State Park		Route 2 Box 348, Chester SC 29706		(803)385-2680								$0				Chester State Park website

		58293B54-1867-48E0-B6B6-135249489FB9		SCNONAME 12004, Lake Ashley Dam		RD		34.6640, -81.2658		[near 1520 Carlisle White Rd]		061-01-02-018-000		Chester_Chester		Lake Ashley Landowners Assoc C/O Eric B Hinson		862 Beverly Hills Drive, Chester SC 29706		Eric B Hinson: (803)581-6823								$0



https://www.ciclt.net/sn/clt/gsba/po_detail.aspx?ClientCode=gsba&P_ID=scss17http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/chester/introduction.aspxhttp://ddsn.sc.gov/about/contacts/Pages/DDSNClassified.aspxhttp://ddsn.sc.gov/about/contacts/Pages/DDSNClassified.aspxhttp://aeronauticsqa.sc.gov/airportdata.asp?FAAID=17SChttp://southcarolinaparks.com/croft/introduction.aspxhttp://www.sos.sc.gov/index.asp?n=18&p=4&s=18&corporateid=686730http://www.sos.sc.gov/index.asp?n=18&p=4&s=18&corporateid=686730http://www.sjwd.com/http://southcarolinaparks.com/parismountain/introduction.aspx
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standardized by dam height 


 


 


*When adjusted for inflation 2017 costs for dams > 10 ft ~ $410,000 







Issue: South Carolina Electric and Gas Company operates the Fairfield Pump Storage Project (FPSP)
and Parr Shoals Project (PSP) in a manner which results in the substantial loss of habitat and
recreation opportunities. Fifteen miles of Broad River are impounded  by the Parr Shoals Dam. 
Combined operation of FPSP and PSP result in substantial Parr Reservoir fluctuations when water is
either withdrawn from Parr Reservoir during FPSP pumping or by generation when FPSP discharges
water into Parr Reservoir.  These operations can result in fluctuations of Parr Reservoir water surface
elevations up to 10 feet and a reduction of Parr Reservoir surface area to as little at 1,200 acres.  The
end result in the loss of riverine habitat for 15 miles of one of South Carolina’s major rivers and up
to  3,200 acres of aquatic habitat loss in the Parr Reservoir.  Similarly, river recreation opportunities
are lost for 15 miles of the Broad River and recreation opportunities in Parr Reservoir are
substantially reduced.
 
Proposal: American Rivers proposes the following measures to offset ongoing impacts during the
new license of the Parr Shoals dam and reservoir fluctuations by creating new riverine habitat for
fish and wildlife and enhanced recreation opportunities in the project vicinity result in a severe
reduction in recreation opportunity.  We believe this is best treated as an off license agreement due
to the limits of mitigating project impacts within the project boundary.
 

Recreation Enhancement – To offset impacts to water based recreation from the combined
operation of FPSP and PSP, SCE&G will:

Provide funding and donate land for a non-motorize boat launch on the west bank of
the Broad River in the vicinity of Haltiwanger Island;
Provide funding to develop a website that promotes recreation opportunities at the
Broad and Enoree rivers in Richland, Lexington, Fairfield, Newberry, Laurens and Union
counties;
Provide funding for developing, printing and distributing high quality, waterproof
paddling maps for the Broad and Enoree rivers in Richland, Lexington, Fairfield,
Newberry, Laurens and Union counties.

Decisions for how the funds are to be spent will be determined by a fiduciary board
consisting of representatives of SCE&G, SCDNR, USFWS, Congaree Riverkeeper and American
Rivers.   

 
Aquatic Habitat Enhancement - To offset impacts to aquatic habitat from the combined
operation of FPSP and PSP, SCE&G will:

Provide funding for voluntary dam removals or floodplain restoration in the Broad,
Congaree and lower Saluda watersheds
Fund at a rate of $135,000 per year in 2017 dollars.  This amount is based on an
average cost of approximately $410,000 per dam removal in 2017 dollars and the
expectation to remove one dam for every three years of the license term. 

Decisions for how the funds are to be spent will be determined by a fiduciary board
consisting of representatives of SCE&G, SCDNR, USFWS, NMFS, Congaree Riverkeeper and
American Rivers.   

 
 
 
_____________________________________________



Gerrit Jöbsis, American Rivers
Senior Director, Conservation Programs
215 Pickens Street
Columbia, SC 29205
(O) 803.771.7114     (C) 803.546.7926

 
Outside magazine named American Rivers one of the best groups to support in 2017. Donate today
at www.AmericanRivers.org/Donate

 

http://www.americanrivers.org/Donate


Other PM&E Measures for Parr Hydro Relicensing  
DNR Comments and Recommendations at Meetings of March 28 and 30, 2017 
 
 
March 28 - Parr PM&E Meeting 
Other PM&E measures -- DNR Comments and Recommendations 
 
Downstream flows delivery incentive 
A new protocol for delivering continuous instream flows from Parr Shoals Dam is under 
development and we expect the protocol to address target flows (desired for habitat and 
navigation needs) and required compliance flows. We understand SCE&G will strive to deliver 
flows according to a new protocol; however, our interest is to assure target flows are delivered 
when the necessary inflow is available. Therefore, we are requesting SCE&G provide mitigation 
to compensate for not delivering target flows when inflow to the Project is available to meet or 
exceed the target flow. For example, mitigation payment is provided when flow delivery 
deviates more than XX cfs less than the target flow for a continuous period of XX hours during 
which inflow was adequate to meet the target.    
 
Ongoing, unavoidable impacts from operations 
We see a need to address the ongoing, unavoidable impacts to aquatic resources caused by 
fluctuations in Parr Reservoir and the intermittent downstream flow fluctuations in the Broad 
River, which will not be eliminated because of SCE&G’s need to generate at Fairfield station. 
The fluctuations in Parr Reservoir also have an ongoing negative effect on potential recreational 
uses of the reservoir. 
 
    As a PME measure to address the impacts described above, DNR recommends SCE&G 
consider funding a habitat enhancement program to support aquatic resource conservation and 
protection projects that will benefit the Broad River watershed and Congaree River. We foresee 
options to include creating a new funding program (which may be preferred) or contributing to 
an existing program such as the Broad River Mitigation Trust Fund. 
 
Avoid and minimize fish entrainment mortality  
Identify measures that could be implemented and may be effective to avoid or minimize fish 
entrainment at the Fairfield station. Measures to consider include changes to lighting that may 
attract fish to forebay areas and sequencing unit start-up to begin away from areas where fish 
are known to congregate.   
  
 
March 30 - Parr PM&E Meeting 
Other PM&E measures -- DNR Comments and Recommendations  
 
Review and consider provisions of the May 1979 SCE&G-DNR memorandum of agreement  
Are there items in the 1979 MOA to be carried forward in the next license? Hazard markers (#5 
of MOA) is one item that may need to be addressed.  
 



Water management agreement at BRWMA 
Establish an SCE&G-DNR communications protocol to address coordination of DNR’s water 
management needs at Broad River Waterfowl Management Area with the operations and 
water elevations of Parr Reservoir.  
 
Land Protection – for habitat conservation and public recreation 
DNR’s approach to considering “Other PME measures” is based on our assessment of Project 
impacts and the PMEs already proposed by SCE&G. We consider a mitigation sequence:  first 
avoid and minimize impacts and then compensate for unavoidable impacts. Many of the PMEs 
already being proposed by SCE&G represent of a good-faith effort to avoid and minimize 
Project impacts (and provide enhancements to recreational access), and we are supportive of 
the proposed PMEs. What remains to be addressed are what we see as ongoing, unavoidable 
impacts to aquatic resources caused by Project operations, primarily the fluctuations in Parr 
Reservoir and the intermittent downstream flow fluctuations in the Broad River, which will not 
be eliminated because of SCE&G’s need to generate at Fairfield station. The fluctuations in Parr 
Reservoir also have an ongoing negative effect on potential recreational uses of the reservoir. 
Finally, as DNR considers PMEs, thought is given to license terms and what PMEs will promote 
stakeholder support of longer terms. 
 
    As part of a total PM&E package, DNR recommends significant, additional land protection be 
provided for habitat conservation and recreational use. We think land protection can serve to 
address both mitigation for unavoidable impacts and justification for longer license terms.  
 
    DNR has a number of ideas regarding land protection but has not yet developed a specific 
PME proposal. We think there is potential for PMEs to include both a fund for habitat 
enhancement (as discussed at the March 28 meeting) and land protection, and there may be 
interest in structuring a funding program to incorporate credits for land protection.   
 
    What lands to consider for protection?  Preferred land areas to serve as mitigation for 
aquatic resource impacts will contain a significant portion of riparian and wetland habitats.  
Alternatives under consideration:  1) DNR has identified SCE&G lands contiguous with the 
Project and adjacent to the Broad River downstream of the Project, and these include 14 
parcels that total approximately 1900 acres (based on county land-ownership data from the 
Internet). Six of the 14 parcels are contiguous with the Project boundary, and eight are adjacent 
to the Broad River downstream of the Project.  2) DNR also has interest in protecting a large 
contiguous tract, preferably a tract with a significant aquatic and wetland resources, to be 
leased and managed by SCDNR in the WMA Program for the term of the new license.  
 
    Optional means for land protection: DNR would prefer permanent protection of lands or, at a 
minimum, land protection that extends for the term of the new license. Protection measures 
could be established in a settlement agreement, MOA, restrictive covenant, lease to DNR, 
conservation easement, or by fee simple donation to a conservation agency such as DNR. 
 
 



During the meetings, SCE&G requested DNR to develop a proposal with more specificity on our 
ideas of land protection and habitat enhancement funding, so that a proposal can be evaluated 
by SCE&G management.  DNR will develop a more specific proposal. 
 




